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ABSTRACT

This work shows the behavior of an unstable boundary-layer on rotating cones in high-speed flow conditions: high Reynolds number
Rel > 106, low rotational speed ratio S < 1–1:5, and inflow Mach number M¼ 0.5. These conditions are most-commonly encountered on
rotating aeroengine nose cones of transonic cruise aircraft. Although it has been addressed in several past studies, the boundary-layer insta-
bility on rotating cones remains to be explored in high-speed inflow regimes. This work uses infrared-thermography with a proper orthogonal
decomposition approach to detect instability-induced flow structures by measuring their thermal footprints on rotating cones in high-speed
inflow. The observed surface temperature patterns show that the boundary-layer instability induces spiral modes on rotating cones, which
closely resemble the thermal footprints of the spiral vortices observed in past studies at low-speed flow conditions: Rel < 105, S> 1, and
M � 0. Three cones with half-cone angles w ¼ 15�; 30�, and 40� are tested. For a given cone, the Reynolds number relating to the maximum
amplification of the spiral vortices is found to follow an exponential relation with the rotational speed ratio S, extending from the low- to
high-speed regime. At a given rotational speed ratio S, the spiral vortex angle appears to be as expected from the low-speed studies, irrespec-
tive of the half-cone angle.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0083564

I. INTRODUCTION

Instability and transition of the rotating boundary-layers has clas-
sically been a subject of great interest due to its abundance in nature
(rotating planets, stars, etc.) and in industry (turbo-machinery, wheels,
rotating projectiles, etc.). Depending on the geometry, centrifugal or
cross-flow instability gives rise to coherent spiral vortices in an unsta-
ble laminar boundary-layer on a rotating body, e.g., a disk, cone, and
sphere. Upon their spatial growth, the vortices alter the basic
boundary-layer profile by enhancing the mixing of high- and low-
momentum flow, and, subsequently, lead the boundary-layer toward a
turbulent state.1,2

Investigating this transition process is important for efficiency
improvements in engineering applications. For example, in compres-
sor cascades, the state (laminar/turbulent) of the hub end wall
boundary-layer influences the aerodynamic losses.3 In aeroengines,
the hub-end wall boundary-layer begins right from the tip of a rotating
nose cone. Here, accurately assessing the aerodynamic losses in engine

components (fan and compressors) requires knowing the instability
behavior of the rotating nose cone boundary-layer.

In the past, instability mechanisms in rotating boundary-layer
flows were first discovered through studies on a disk rotating in still
fluid. One of the first experiments by Smith4 showed that the laminar
boundary-layer over a rotating disk exhibits sinusoidal velocity fluctu-
ations, before transitioning into a fully turbulent state. Later on, the
experiments of Gregory et al.5 revealed that these velocity fluctuations
are due to the spiral vortices formed near the rotating disk surface.
Here, the radially increasing tangential velocity of the disk surface
creates a pressure gradient, leading to an inflectional radial velocity
profile. This system exhibits an inviscid instability, named cross-flow
instability, which allows perturbations to grow and form spiral vorti-
ces. These vortices appear co-rotating in their cross sections,6 and
subtend a wave angle e of around 14� with the outward radial vector.

Since a disk is a cone with half angle w ¼ 90�, the boundary-
layer instability mechanism on a rotating broad cone (30�� w < 90�)
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is similar to that over a rotating disk. In still fluid, the cross-flow insta-
bility on rotating broad cones leads to the formation of co-rotating spi-
ral vortices.2,7–14 When the half-cone angle w is decreased from 90� to
15�, the wave angle e of a vortex, subtended with the meridional line
over a rotating cone, decreases from 14� to 0�.1,7 Interestingly, around
w ¼ 40�–30�, the instability mechanism changes from the cross-flow
to the centrifugal type, due to the dominant effect of centripetal accel-
eration on the boundary-layer for low half-cone angles.7 This results
in toroidal vortices over a rotating slender cone (w < 30�), which are
counter-rotating in the cross section, similar to those observed in con-
centric cylinders,15,16 concave walls,17 and rotating cylinders in cross
flow.18–20 The exact range of the half-cone angle where this change in
instability mechanism occurs has not been identified yet. For further
discussions, the cones with w � 30� are considered as broad cones,
which are closer to the rotating disk, and the cones with w < 30� are
considered as slender cones, which are closer to the rotating cylinder
case.

When an axial inflow is enforced on rotating cones, both cross-
flow and centrifugal instabilities induce spiral vortices. Their onset and
growth strongly depend on two parameters: the local Reynolds num-
ber Rel ¼ quel=l and local rotational speed ratio S ¼ rx=ue.

21,22

Here, l is the meridional distance from the cone apex, q is the fluid
density, l is the dynamic viscosity, r is the local radius,x is the angular
velocity of a cone, and ue is the velocity just outside the boundary-
layer.21–25 Figure 1 shows a schematic of spiral waves over a rotating
cone in axial inflow, along with the geometry parameters.

Although the past literature has explored the boundary-layer
instability on rotating cones, the investigations were limited to low-
speed inflow conditions, i.e., low inflow Reynolds numbers ReL
¼ qUL=l < 105, high base rotational speed ratio Sb ¼ rbx=U > 1,
and incompressible flow. Here, L is the total meridional length of a
cone, rb is the base radius, x is the angular velocity, andU is the inflow
velocity. However, rotating nose cones of transonic aircraft engines
typically face high-speed inflow conditions: high inflow Reynolds num-
ber ReL > 106, low base rotational speed ratio Sb < 1:5, and Mach
numberM � 0:5–0:6 (although the transonic aircraft cruises at Mach
number around 0.8, the engine intakes reduce the inflow Mach num-
ber for efficient fan operation26,27) But, the boundary-layer instability
on rotating cones remained to be explored in high-speed inflow condi-
tions. This hinders an accurate assessment of the aerodynamic

performance of aeroengines and, therefore, restricts the design space
exploration for any additional efficiency improvement.

Past experiments were limited to the low-speed flow regime
because they relied on particle-based flow visualization to detect the
instability-induced spiral vortices on rotating cones.21,28 They depos-
ited particles (titanium tetrachloride) on the cone surface before start-
ing an experiment and observed their transport during the operation.
Due to several practical challenges, such methods are not suitable for
high-speed experiments, which most often use blowdown tunnels. For
example, due to the short duration (around 20 s) of each wind tunnel
run, the cones have to be kept rotating before the wind tunnel starts.
For the base rotational speed ratios of interest (Sb � 0:7–1:2), the
angular velocity of a cone is high in a high-speed inflow, causing high
centrifugal forces on the deposited particles on the rotating cone sur-
face. This will cause particle transfer before the operating conditions
are achieved, making the flow visualization of instability modes chal-
lenging. Recent experimental studies often use hot-wire anemometry
to reconstruct the spiral instability modes on rotating cones in still
fluid.14,29,30 However, due to the short operating times of high-speed
wind tunnels, scanning the velocity field on rotating cones with a hot-
wire probe requires several wind tunnel runs for each operating point,
making it practically infeasible for exploring the parameter space.
Therefore, detecting boundary-layer instability on rotating cones
remained challenging at flow conditions that are typical for a realistic
flight.

In the present work, instead of particle-based visualization meth-
ods and hot-wire anemometry, infrared thermography is used to
detect the spiral instability modes by measuring their thermal foot-
prints on rotating cones in high-speed inflow conditions:
ReL > 106; Sb < 1, and M¼ 0.5. The experimental method described
in Tambe et al.25 is applied here to detect instability-induced flow fea-
tures on rotating cones. This method is relatively easy to implement in
high-speed conditions. It overcomes the limitations of the previously
used measurement techniques because the method is non-intrusive
and provides instantaneous surface temperature distributions, requir-
ing only a single wind tunnel run for each operating point. Three dif-
ferent cones with w ¼ 15�; 30�, and 40� are tested. Section II
describes the experiments. Section III describes flow fields surrounding
the cones in the wind tunnel test section. Section IV presents visualiza-
tions of the spiral vortices. Section V shows the growth and spatial
characteristics of the spiral vortices in the parameter space Rel vs S.
Section VI presents the observed spiral vortex angles. Section VII con-
cludes the paper.

II. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS

Experiments are performed in TST-27, a transonic-supersonic
wind tunnel at the faculty of Aerospace Engineering, Delft University
of Technology (TU Delft). Figure 2 shows a schematic of TST-27. This
blowdown wind tunnel uses pressurized air stored in a separate reser-
voir at a total pressure between 20 and 40 bar. The pressurized air is
expanded through a variable area channel to achieve prescribed flow
conditions. A variable choke downstream of the test section is used to
achieve a desired subsonic Mach number. The desired Reynolds num-
ber is determined by varying the total pressure in the settling chamber.
The test section is rectangular with a constant width of 0.28m and var-
iable height, which for the present case is 0.253m. To simulate flow
conditions within aeroengines, the wind tunnel is operated at settlingFIG. 1. Schematic of a rotating cone under axial inflow.
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chamber pressures between 1.4 and 1.5 bar, resulting in ReL> 106 and
at an inflow Mach number M¼0.5. The undisturbed inflow in an
empty test section is uniform except the tunnel-wall boundary-layers,
as described in Appendix A.

Figures 3 and 4 show the measurement setup. As contemporary
aeroengines are found to use a variety of nose cone shapes, three dif-
ferent cones are chosen for this investigation: a slender cone with half
angle w ¼ 15� and two broad cones with w ¼ 30� and w ¼ 40�. Note
that previous studies7,31 have investigated cones of w ¼ 15� and 30� in
low-speed conditions and, therefore, these cases are retained in our
high-speed investigations. Broader cones with w � 45� are excluded
from the test because they experience high drag, which is beyond the
limit of the present rotating setup. All the models have a constant base
diameter D¼ 100mm. In the test section, area blockage due to the
cone increases from 0% at the tip to 11:1% at the base (excluding the
wall boundary-layers), which is comparable to that of a typical aeroen-
gine. The models are rotated by a brushless motor at various rotational
speeds (8000–36 500 RPM) to achieve different combinations of the
local Reynolds number Rel and local rotational speed ratio S. The
models are made of polyoxymethylene (POM), which has favorable
thermal properties for infrared measurements.25 The surface is
smoothed up to an RMS roughness lower than 1lm. The models are
statically balanced around the rotation axis. The tip eccentricity is
around 5lm.

Generally in an unstable system, small environmental disturban-
ces can undergo growth to form coherent flow structures. In the pre-
sent setup, these disturbances come primarily from three sources: (a)
free-stream turbulence of around 3:5–4% of the mean velocity as mea-
sured in an empty test section using particle image velocimetry, (b)
surface roughness of the cone �1lm, and (c) remnant dust particles
in the air below the filter size<10lm.

Infrared thermography has been shown to be a useful tool for
measuring the spiral instability modes over a rotating disk32 and a
rotating cone.25 This technique is applied in the present study to detect
these instability modes from their surface temperature footprints, see
Fig. 3 for the measurement setup. For the half-cone angles

w ¼ 40�; 30�, and 15�, the infrared camera has viewing angles
b ¼ 71:4�; 68:7�, and 64:9�, and the object distance do ¼ 0:33; 0:4,
and 0:47m, respectively. The surface temperature is recorded as the
digital pixel intensity I. The integration times of infrared acquisitions

FIG. 2. A schematic of the transonic-supersonic wind tunnel TST27.

FIG. 3. Measurement setup.
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are varied between 250 and 25ls such that the angle swept by the
rotating cones during each acquisition is minimized, while retaining a
sufficient signal-to-noise ratio to measure the surface temperature fluc-
tuations (represented by I0). The results show that at the same operat-
ing conditions, different integration times do not significantly alter the
observations of instability modes; see Appendix B for an example. At
high rotation rates (RPM> 30 000) of broad cones, the integration
times are lowered (50 to 25ls), and therefore, the signal contrast is
increased by irradiating the cones with a theater lamp (575W). Table I
details the technical specifications of the setup.

Before the wind tunnel test, both the model and the pressurized
stagnant air are at ambient temperature. When the tunnel starts, the
air expands into the test section and the static temperature of the air
drops, which cools the model surface. During the wind tunnel opera-
tion time (around 20 s), the model cools down and its temperature
drops continuously. This trend is removed by subtracting a moving
average with a kernel size of 20 instances (corresponding to 0.1 s) from
the dataset. Since this operation is only a precursor to the subsequent
modal analysis, the data obtained after moving mean subtraction are
referred to as raw data.

To obtain the local flow properties along the cones, static pres-
sure is measured on the non-rotating cones using a 16-channel
Scanivalve DSA3217 pressure acquisition system. The pressures are

measured at different circumferential positions of a cone in a rect-
angular test section to obtain a circumferential mean static pres-
sure at a given radius. The total pressure and temperature in the
settling chamber and the static pressures at the wind tunnel walls
are also recorded.

III. FLOW FIELD OVERVIEW

The present wind tunnel configuration features rotating cones in
an internal flow, unlike the majority of past studies in low-speed-open
jet facilities. Such an internal flow closely represents the most-
encountered flow conditions inside an aeroengine. In a symmetry
plane, inviscid flow develops between two bounding streamlines near
the test section wall and cone surface, see Fig. 5. Near the cone, the
undisturbed oncoming flow slows down upon an encounter with the
cone-tip region and turns to follow the cone surface.

Here, estimating flow properties at the edge of a cone boundary-
layer is crucial to compute the local flow parameters Rel and S that
govern the stability characteristics over the rotating cones.21,22 For this
purpose, the local Mach number Ml, just outside the boundary-layer,
is obtained using the isentropic relations and measured flow proper-
ties: the circumferential-mean static pressure along the non-rotating
cones and total pressure in the settling chamber. This, along with the
measured total temperature, gives the local static temperature at the
cone surface under the isentropic flow assumption. This gives the local
sound speed, which together with the local Mach number Ml is used
to calculate the meridional velocity u of an inviscid flow along the
cone, with an uncertainty of 60:038u. This velocity is used as an
approximate estimate of the edge velocity ue just outside the cone
boundary-layer. In low-speed studies, this type of assumption is often
used where the boundary-layer edge velocity ue is approximately esti-
mated as the meridional velocity of the potential flow over a cone.21,23

Furthermore, the local air density is calculated using the ideal-gas rela-
tion, and the local dynamic viscosity is obtained from the Sutherland’s
law.

The local Mach numberMl is low near the cone-tip and increases
downstream along the cone beyond the free-streamMach number, see
Fig. 6(a). The area-averaged flow Mach number (resulting from

TABLE I. Specifications of the infrared thermography setup.

Camera FLIR (CEDIP)
SC7300 Titanium

Noise equivalent temperature
difference (NETD)

25mK

Spatial resolution 0.43–0.6mm/px
Integration time 25–250 ls
Acquisition frequency 200Hz
Number of images per dataset 2000
Heat source Theater lamp (575W)

FIG. 4. Photographs showing (a) rotating cone in the test section of TST-27, a transonic-supersonic wind tunnel and (b) infrared camera viewing through the germanium
window.
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one-dimensional isentropic area–Mach relation) also shows a gradual
increase along the cone due to area contraction, see Fig. 6(b). With
increase in the half-cone angle w, the flow accelerates steeper along the
cone, as evident from Fig. 6.

The local Mach number distributions from Fig. 6(a) are used to
obtain the flow parameters: the local Reynolds number Rel and rota-
tional speed ratio S. With variable total conditions and rotational
speed, different distributions of these parameters are obtained along
the cone length to investigate a wider region of the parameter space
Rel vs S.

IV. VISUALIZATIONS OF INSTABILITY MODES

The instantaneous surface temperature footprints allow visualiz-
ing the instability modes over the rotating cones. Proper orthogonal

decomposition (POD) approach is used to identify the modes of sur-
face temperature fluctuations in the measurement dataset, each con-
sisting of 2000 images. The POD modes corresponding to the
measurement noise (wavelength kh < 4 pixels) are discarded. The
remaining POD modes are used to selectively reconstruct the instabil-
ity modes using criteria based on the azimuthal wavelength kh (see
Tambe et al.25 for further details).

Figure 7 shows (a) the instantaneous surface temperature fluctua-
tions in the raw data and the associated [Figs. 7(b) and 7(c)] POD
reconstructions of a rotating broad cone with w ¼ 40�. The top row
images are as observed in the camera sensor plane; and the corre-
sponding images in the bottom row are unwrapped cone surfaces
[Figs. 7(d)–7(f)]. The raw data reveal that a wave pattern (kh � pr=8)
appears on a rotating cone, overlaid with a long-wavelength modula-
tion (kh > pr=4). These two types of wave patterns are separated
using POD modes. The long-wavelength modulation is reconstructed
using the POD modes having an azimuthal wavelength kh > pr=4,
i.e., an azimuthal number of waves n< 8, see Figs. 7(b) and 7(e). The
short-wavelength pattern is reconstructed from the POD modes hav-
ing an azimuthal wavelength between pr=4 > kh > 4 pixels, see Figs.
7(c) and 7(f); this pattern shows nearly constant azimuthal spacing,
which indicates azimuthal coherence.

Similar short- and long-wave temperature patterns have been
observed on rotating cones in low-speed conditions (e.g., see Tambe
et al.25). The low-speed investigations have clarified that the short-wave
temperature pattern corresponds to spiral vortices, and the long-wave
pattern is aligned with spiral vortices. This can be viewed as the azi-
muthal modulation of the spiral vortex strength. The striking similarity
of the patterns observed in the low-speed and present high-speed
case suggests that the short-wave pattern in Fig. 7(c) corresponds to
the footprint of spiral vortices. Further investigation is required to

FIG. 5. Schematic of internal flow within the test section.

FIG. 6. Mach number variations over the cone meridians: (a) local Mach number of the potential flow near the cone surface obtained from surface pressure measurements
and (b) area-averaged Mach number of the flow between a cone and test section walls obtained from the local area ratio.
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FIG. 7. Thermal footprints of the spiral instability modes and their POD reconstructions over a rotating broad cone with half angle w ¼ 40� shown in image planes (top row)
as well as unwrapped cone surfaces (bottom row). (a) and (d) raw instance; (b) and (e) POD reconstruction of a long-wave pattern (kh > pr=4); and (c) and (f) POD recon-
struction of a short-wave pattern (pr=4 > kh > 4 px). ReL ¼ 1:3� 106 and Sb ¼ 1:1.

FIG. 8. Thermal footprints of the spiral instability modes and their POD reconstructions over a rotating broad cone with half angle w ¼ 30� shown in image planes (top row)
as well as unwrapped cone surfaces (bottom row). (a) and (d) raw instance; (b) and (e) POD reconstruction of a long-wave pattern (kh > pr=4); and (c) and (f) POD recon-
struction of a short-wave pattern (pr=4 > kh > 4 px). ReL ¼ 1:4� 106 and Sb ¼ 1.
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identify the physical reasoning behind the appearance of long-wave
patterns.

Similar wave patterns are observed also for a rotating broad cone
with w ¼ 30�, as shown in Fig. 8. Here, a coherent spiral vortex foot-
print with kh � pr=5 [Figs. 8(c) and 8(f)] makes a major contribution
to the raw image [Figs. 8(a) and 8(d)], in addition to the long wave
modulation [Figs. 8(b) and 8(e)].

The stability analyses of rotating broad cones in compressible still
fluid12 and with incompressible axial inflow8 have shown that, with
decrease in the half-cone angle w, the range of unstable wavelengths
gets broadened, and increasingly longer wavelengths can destabilize
the flow. Results of Kobayashi and Izumi7 agree with this trend as the
azimuthal number decreases (wavelength increases) with decrease in
the half-cone angle w. A similar trend is observed in the present study,
where, for a lower half-cone angle w ¼ 30� (Fig. 8), longer

wavelengths of kh � pr=5 are observed as compared to kh � pr=8
observed for w ¼ 40� (Fig. 7).

Figure 9 shows a raw image and the corresponding POD recon-
structions for a slender cone with w ¼ 15�. Here, a coherent spiral
vortex pattern of kh � pr=4 [Fig. 9(c)] is observed along with the
long-wave modulation [Fig. 9(b)]. However, on the slender cone, other
instances with coherent patterns of kh � pr=3 are also observed, see
Fig. 17 for example. Therefore, the upper bound for the low-order
reconstructions in Figs. 9(c) and 9(f) is set at pr=3 (relating to the azi-
muthal number n¼ 6) instead of pr=4 (relating to the azimuthal num-
ber n¼ 8) used for broad cones. This highlights the need for a
separate investigation to identify these vortices by measuring the
velocity field.

Overall, the visualizations show that, in high-speed conditions of
M¼ 0.5 and ReL > 106, the instability modes over rotating cones

FIG. 9. Thermal footprints of the spiral instability modes and their POD reconstructions over a rotating slender cone with half angle w ¼ 15� shown in image planes (top rows)
as well as unwrapped cone surfaces (bottom row). (a) and (d) raw instance; (b) and (e) POD reconstruction of a long-wave pattern (kh > pr=3); and (c) and (f) POD recon-
struction of a short-wave pattern (pr=3 > kh > 4 px). ReL ¼ 3:2� 106 and Sb ¼ 0:72.
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appear to be spiral vortices, similar to those observed in low-speed con-
ditions. The spiral vortex patterns on broad cones (Figs. 7 and 8) are
similar to the spiral vortices observed in the low-speed cases over rotat-
ing disks and broad cones; compare Figs. 7 and 8 with visualizations of
Kobayashi,1 and Kohama.2,6 On a rotating slender cone, the spiral vor-
tex fronts are oriented more toward the axial direction as compared to
the past low-speed studies.21,25 This is expected as the present observa-
tions on slender cones are at low local rotational speed ratios S< 0.5,
whereas the previous low-speed studies encountered high rotational
speed ratios S> 1. This agrees with the previously identified trend,
where with decrease in the rotational speed ratio the spiral vortex
fronts become more axial.

Flow investigations in a meridional plane are necessary to con-
firm whether these spiral vortices are co- or counter-rotating. Due to
the limitations of the present experiments, i.e., limited optical access
for a particle image velocimetry (PIV) light-sheet, the cross section of
the spiral vortices in the meridional plane remains unknown.

V. GROWTH OF SPIRAL VORTICES

The spiral vortices observed in the present study are convective
instability modes. The effect of their spatial growth on surface temper-
ature fluctuations is observed from the statistical RMS of thermal foot-
prints I 0RMS on a rotating cone, computed over a dataset (2000 images,
acquired at 200Hz). Figure 10(a) shows I0RMS on a rotating broad cone
(w ¼ 30�), computed over a raw dataset containing the instance
shown in Fig. 8(a). The region where the spiral vortices appear shows
high levels of temperature fluctuations. The RMS fluctuations are axi-
symmetric because of the symmetry of axial inflow. Therefore, the spa-
tial growth of spiral vortices is characterized using a circumferential
mean of I 0RMS along the meridional lines [see Fig. 10(b)]. Downstream
from the cone apex (l=D ¼ 0), the I 0RMS stays low until a point
(l=D � 0:57) where it suddenly starts growing. This location relates to
a critical point suggesting the onset of a spiral vortex growth. At their
origin, the spiral vortices are expected to have weak thermal footprints,
which is usually below the measurement sensitivity.31 Therefore, a crit-
ical point in the present case relates to the onset of a rapid growth of
the spiral vortices rather than the point of their origin. This point is

objectively defined as an intersection of the linear parts of the I0RMS
curve [approximated with least squares linear fits shown as gray lines
in Fig. 10(b)]. The growth of the spiral vortices continues until a maxi-
mum amplification (l=D � 0:72), after which I0RMS starts to decrease.

In Fig. 11, the curves of Rel vs S show how these flow parameters
vary over a cone at different operating conditions. The critical and
maximum amplification points on these curves mark the region of the
spiral vortex growth. The Reynolds numbers corresponding to these
points decrease with the rotational speed ratio S. With increase in the
half-cone angle w and for a fixed Reynolds number Rel, the critical and

FIG. 10. RMS of surface temperature fluctuations in a dataset over a rotating broad cone (w ¼ 30�) shown in an (a) image plane and (b) as a circumferential average along
the meridional length for raw data. ReL ¼ 1:4� 106 and Sb ¼ 1.

FIG. 11. Growth characteristics of the spiral vortices.
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maximum amplification points of the spiral vortex growth appear to
shift toward higher rotational speed ratios S. This suggests that with
increase in the half-cone angle, the boundary-layer becomes more sta-
ble such that a stronger relative rotation effect (represented by higher
rotational speed ratio S) is required to cause a spiral vortex growth.
Previously, this trend has been observed for rotating cones in still
fluid7 and predicted for rotating broad cones in incompressible axial
inflow.22 However, understanding the mechanism behind this trend
requires a separate theoretical analysis, which is beyond the scope of
the present work.

Figure 12 compares the spiral vortex growth region at the present
high-speed conditions with the low-speed investigations from the litera-
ture. Kobayashi et al.23 have tested rotating cones with varying free-
stream turbulence levels in low-speed conditions. Their observations
show that the transition Reynolds number, where the velocity fluctua-
tions start to resemble a typical turbulent spectrum, remains unaltered
by the free-stream turbulence level. However, the critical Reynolds
number (corresponding to the onset of instability modes) is lowered
by a higher intensity of the free-stream turbulence (see Fig. 12).
Consequently, the region between the critical and transition points
(transition region) becomes broader. The free-stream turbulence level
in the present experiments is around 3:5–4% of the free-stream veloc-
ity U. Therefore, the present study can be compared to the low-speed

results of Kobayashi et al.23 with a similar turbulence intensity (3.6%
of U). The comparison suggests that the transition region (as schemat-
ically highlighted in Fig. 12) reported in past low-speed studies can be
extrapolated to the high-speed conditions of the present study. This
shows that the spiral instability modes similar to those studied in the
past can be expected on real aeroengine nose cones.

Figure 13 shows the maximum amplification points on rotating
cones in low- and high-speed inflows obtained from the literature
(available only for w ¼ 15�)31 and the present investigation, respec-
tively. For the investigated cones of w ¼ 15�, the instability behavior
remains the same in low- and high-speed cases. Here, the maximum
amplification Reynolds number follows an exponential relation with
the rotational speed ratio Rel;m ¼ CSa1 , extending from low-speed to
high-speed conditions (shown using a dashed line in Fig. 13). Here, the
constants C and a1 are expected to depend on the half-cone angle w.
For w ¼ 15�; a1 ¼ �2:62, and C ¼ 2:3� 105. The present high-
speed investigation is performed in a closed test section where the area
contraction accelerates the flow along the cone, unlike in the low-speed
investigations in an open jet. However, this does not seem to affect the
maximum amplification of the spiral vortices in the Rel vs S space (Fig.
13). Moreover, an increase in the inflow Mach number fromM< 0.02
toM¼ 0.5 has an insignificant effect on the trend of maximum ampli-
fication points in the Rel vs S space (for w ¼ 15�).

FIG. 12. Comparisons of the growth characteristics of the spiral vortices at high-speed conditions to those reported in the literature for low-speed conditions.21,23,24,31

(a) w ¼ 15� and (b) w ¼ 30�.
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VI. SPIRAL VORTEX ANGLE

The spiral vortex angle e is obtained from the POD reconstruc-
tions as shown in Fig. 14. Here, the spiral vortices appear linear in the
l, h coordinate system. First, a trace of temperature fluctuations (I0)
over a 60� sector is obtained along h, at a fixed l/D. This trace is cross-
correlated with temperature fluctuation patterns at an incremented
l/D, sliding along the whole range of h and a cross correlation peak is
found. This procedure is repeated on the new peak location until the
whole transition region is scanned. A least-square linear curve [shown
in red in Fig. 14(a)] is fitted to the loci of cross correlation peaks
[shown as circles in Fig. 14(a)]: h ¼ ml þ c (where m and c are fit
parameters). The spiral vortex angle is obtained as e ¼ sin�1ð1=ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ l2m2 sin4ðwÞ

p
Þ.

As known from low-speed studies, the spiral vortex angle depends
on the local rotational speed ratio S.21 Generally, the spiral vortex
angle increases with a decrease in the rotational speed ratio S.
Physically, this means that as the effect of rotation is reduced, the spi-
ral vortex fronts turn toward the oncoming flow direction. A similar
trend is observed at high-speed conditions, as evident from comparing
present spiral vortex angles with the low-speed data from Kobayashi
et al.23 in Fig. 15. In this case, the measured spiral vortex angles in
high-speed cases agree well with those from the low-speed studies. This
suggests that the Reynolds number does not influence the spiral vortex
angles. Figure 15(b) is a zoomed in view of Fig. 15, showing the mea-
sured spiral vortex angle e.

VII. CONCLUSION

The instability of the boundary-layers over rotating cones is stud-
ied in an enforced high-speed flow at ReL > 106 and M¼ 0.5. Two
broad cones with half angles w ¼ 30� and 40� and a slender cone with
w ¼ 15� are tested in a transonic-supersonic wind tunnel. The insta-
bility modes are identified from their surface temperature footprints,

measured using infrared thermography. The following are the impor-
tant conclusions:

• Visualizations show that instability-induced spiral vortices
appear on rotating cones facing high-speed inflow at ReL > 106

and M ¼ 0.5, similar to the inflows in aeroengines. Their appear-
ance is similar to the spiral vortices observed over rotating cones
in low-speed conditions.

• In high-speed conditions, the surface temperature on rotating
cones fluctuates in two distinct patterns: a short-wavelength foot-
print of spiral vortices and long-wavelength modulations of the
spiral vortex strength. These patterns show similarities with those
observed in the low-speed cases.

• The local Reynolds number Rel and rotational speed ratio S govern
the growth of spiral vortices as expected from low-speed studies.

• At a fixed local Reynolds number Rel, increasing the half-cone
angle w shifts the growth of the spiral vortices at higher
rotational speed ratios S. This trend was also observed in past
low-speed studies.

• The maximum amplification Reynolds number follows an expo-
nential relation with the rotational speed ratio Rel;m ¼ CSa1 ,
extending from low- to high-speed conditions. The constants C
and a1 are expected to depend on the half-cone angle w. For
w ¼ 15�; a1 ¼ �2:62, and C ¼ 2:3� 105.

• The trend of spiral vortex angle e variation with respect to the
rotational speed ratio S is common in both low- and high-speed
conditions.

This study has experimentally explored the parameter space of
boundary-layer instabilities on rotating cones to the flow conditions
relevant to aerospace applications, e.g., aeroengine nose cones during a
transonic flight. The study has shown that instability-induced spiral
vortices can be expected to appear on nose cones of civil transport air-
craft. This is evidently observed as the boundary-layer transition
region on rotating cones extends to the parameter space of Rel vs S at
Rel > 106 and S� 1 in a similar fashion as expected from the past

FIG. 14. Traced wavefront of the spiral modes in l and h space used to obtain the
wave angle e.FIG. 13. Maximum amplification points of the spiral vortex growth on rotating cones

in the present high-speed cases compared to the low-speed case.31
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low-speed studies. A comparison of low- and high-speed investigations
shows that the local flowMach numberMl ¼ 0:02–0:6 does not influ-
ence the maximum amplification points in the Rel vs S space.
However, the cross-sectional view of the spiral vortices remains to be
investigated. This information can help in identifying the underlying
instability mechanism, as centrifugal instability induces counter-
rotating vortices and cross-flow instability usually induces co-rotating
vortices.1 Furthermore, the effect of surface roughness on the spiral
vortex growth needs to be investigated, as, in reality, aeroengine nose
cones may experience surface roughness as isolated elements from for-
eign object impacts, or as distributed roughness arising from fasteners,
and manufacturing and coating techniques.
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APPENDIX A: UNDISTURBED INFLOW

The inflow velocity is measured using two-component planar
particle image velocimetry (PIV) in a symmetry plane of the
empty test section (without a model). The image pairs are cap-
tured using LaVision imager sCMOS camera equipped with
105mm Nikkor objective lens. The flow is seeded with DEHS
droplets of size �1lm. The particles are illuminated with double-
pulsed laser Evergreen 200. Commercial software DaVis 8.4.0 is
used for image acquisition and vector calculations. A multipass
approach with decreasing interrogation window size (from
128� 128 pixels to 32� 32 pixels) is used to compute the vectors
resulting in a vector pitch of 0.23mm. A total of 450 image pairs
are acquired at a rate of 10Hz (using three wind tunnel runs of
150 image pairs each).

The velocity measurements show that the undisturbed inflow
in an empty test section of the TST27 wind tunnel is uniform, as
seen from the time-averaged stream-wise velocity (u) in Fig. 16(a).
It is known from the previous boundary-layer studies performed in
this wind tunnel (although supersonic, but at the order of Reynolds
number comparable with the present study) that the order of

FIG. 15. (a) Comparisons of the wave angle e obtained in the present study to those reported in the literature21 against the local rotational speed ratio S. (b) A zoomed-in view
of the vortex angles obtained in the present study.
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the displacement thickness of the tunnel wall boundary-layers is
usually below 1% of the test section width (also, d99 < 7% of the
test section width).33 Therefore, this does not pose any non-
uniformity to the cones placed at the center of the test section

because their base diameter is only around 35% of the test section
width. Figure 16(b) shows the typical turbulence intensity distribu-
tion of the inflow in terms of RMS of stream-wise velocity fluctua-
tions u0RMS.

APPENDIX B: EFFECT OF INTEGRATION TIME

In the present study, the cones are rotated at high RPM
(8000–33 000) to achieve the desired rotational speed ratios in
high-speed inflow. Spiral vortices are observed with an infra-
red camera at finite integration times, ranging from 25 to
205 ls. During the integration time, a cone surface rotates
with respect to a stationary camera sensor plane. A sensor
records the temperature of this moving surface as it passes
through its field of view. For a coherent spiral vortex pattern,
this does not alter the observed pattern. Figure 17 shows the
rotating cone at same operating conditions but observed with
three integration times tint ¼ 205, 105, and 50 ls. The long-
wave modulations do not show any significant difference, see
Figs. 17(b), 17(e), and 17(h). The short-wavelength patterns
get slightly sharper with decreasing integration times, see
Figs. 17(c), 17(f), and 17(i).

The locations where the spiral vortex growth is observed does
not show significant changes with changes in the integration time,
see Fig. 18(a). As expected, the lower integration time reduces the
signal strength as evident from the reduced I0RMS at tint ¼ 50 ls as
compared to that at tint ¼ 205ls in Fig. 18. The effect of integration
time on the spiral vortex angle e is also minimal, as evident from
Fig. 18(b).

FIG. 16. Undisturbed inflow profiles in an empty test section: (a) time-averaged
stream-wise velocity and (b) turbulence intensity.

FIG. 17. Effect of integration time tint on the thermal footprint measurements of the spiral vortices. (a), (d), and (g) raw instance; (b), (e), and (h) POD reconstruction of a long-
wave pattern (kh > pr=3); and (c), (f), and (i) POD reconstruction of a short-wave pattern (pr=3 > kh > 4 px). (a)–(c) tint ¼ 205 ls; (d)–(f) tint ¼ 105ls; and (g)–(i)
tint ¼ 50 ls.
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